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 نمره به عدد:                نمره به حروف:           نمره تجدید نظر به عدد:             نمره به حروف:          
 محل مهر و امضاء مدیر

 نام دبیر:                      تاریخ و امضاء: تاریخ و امضاء:نام دبیر:                                    

ف
ردی

 

                                                                                                  سؤاالت           

بارم
 

 Match the pictures with the sentences. (1 point) 1 

A 

A B C D 

 
 

   

 

1.Iranian lion died out 75 years ago. ( ----- ) 

2. Doing daily exercise is helpful for us. ( ----- ) 

3. There are some powerful telescope in the observatory. ( ----- ) 

4.Some people destroy nature by cutting down the trees. ( ----- ) 

 

B Match the words in part ( A )with their definitions in part ( B ) . (one is extra in B ) ( 1 points) 1 

 

A B 

5. a big piece of land with a lot of trees 

6 .to keep safe 

7 .in the place of someone or something else 

8. strong, well, not ill 

 

a) healthy 

b) forest 

c) liquid 

d) protect 

e) instead 
 

 

C Odd one out (0.25 point) 52.0 

 9. a) planet   b) liquid   c) ring   d) Saturn 

10. a) goat   b) cow   c) horse   d) tiger 
 

D Complete the following sentences of your own. ( 0.25 point) 52.0 

 11. When only a few numbers of an animal live on Earth, it means that it is an …………… animal. 

12. One way that we can thank our creator is to ……………….. our blood to those who need it. 
 

E Choose the best answer. ( 0.25 point ) 52.0 

 

13. There was a fire everywhere. The brave fireman tried to ----- the girl`s life. 

       a) save    b) put out   c) fight   d) die out 

 

14. One small  ----- of blood has thousands of white and red blood cells. 

       a) kind    b) gift    c) fact    d) drop 
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F Put in the correct order. (0.25 point) 52.0 

 
15. that / lies / he / disturbs / tells / me/ .  ……………………………………………………………………………. 

 
 

G Read the passage and choose the one. ( 1 point ) 1 

 

16. I missed my relatives and I like to visit them soon. So this week I (will go/ 

am going to go) to my hometown. I ( won`t go / didn`t go ) there by bus because 

it`s a long way. I bought a train ticket ; it`s (cheaper than / the cheapest ) a 

plane ticket. Traveling by air is very comfortable, but it`s (more expensive than/ 

the most expensive) of all. 

 

 

H There are two mistakes in the following text, underline them. (0.5 point ) 520 

 17.Tomorrow is my birthday. My mom is going to makes the most delicious cake for my 

birthday party. I think her cooking is the better one in the world. 
 

I Make questions. (0.5 point)  520 

 They will plant some trees this week. 

18. When ………………………………………………………………………….. ? 
 

K Read the dialogue and Complete the sentences. (0.5 point ) 520 

 

19.Amir: What are you going to do tomorrow? 

Reza: I ............................ the towers. ( visit ) 

Amir: Which one will you visit first?  

Reza: I don`t know. Both of them are great. Maybe I 

…………………… the Azadi tower first. ( visit ) 

Amir: The Azadi tower is ……………………… the Milad tower. ( old ) 

Reza: Yes, but I think it`s ……………………………. tower in the world. ( beautiul) 

 

 

L Write the correct form of the adjectives in the blanks. (0.5 point) 520 

 20. The elephant is ……………………… than panda. (heavy) 

21. Jupiter is the ……………………….. planet in the solar system. (large) 
 

M Choose the best one. (0.5 point) 520 

 

22. Look at the cloudy sky. It ……………………… . 

a) is raining   b) won`t rain   c) is going to rain   d) didn`t rain 

23. Both of my parents are 67 years old. This sentence means that: ………………… . 

a) my father is older than my mother  b) my parents are really old 

c) my mother looks younger   d) my father is as old as my mother 

 

 

N Put the words under the right column. There is one extra word. ( 1 point ) 1 

 

 

 

 

     (( big / American / red / old / stone )) 

color material size age 
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 نمره 21جمع بارم : 

 

 

O Unscramble the letters and then put them in correct categories.( 2 point ) . 

 

One way to protect endangered animals is reading more (oksbo ) and getting more 

information about wildlife. ( mshnau ) should protect the nature and keep it clean and safe. 

People should pay more ( titantnoe ) to the earth; our ( ltepna) is an amazing place for living. 

a person / animal a place a thing an idea 

    
 

 

P Read the passage carefully.( 5 points ) .20 

 

Persian zebra is a large animal that belongs to the horse family. It is similar to a 

donkey but a little larger in size. It is an endangered animal. You can find it on the 

desert plain of Iran. Tooran is the natural home of the Persian zebra. It lives up 

to 40 years. 

Just a few of these zebras are left alive, about 500, because people are destroying their natural 

homes and are changing them to roads and fields. So, they move to new places but they can't 

find enough food there. In some areas, cows and sheep destroy the plants on the plains and 

don't leave any food for the zebras, and then some of them die of hunger. Wolves and 

leopards are the natural hunters of Persian zebra but most of them are hunted by humans, not 

by these wild animals! 

Answer the questions according to the passage. 

24. Will we have more zebras if we kill wolves and leopards? 

……………………………………………………………………………… 

 

25. Where does Persian zebra live? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

True / False 

26. Persian zebra looks like a horse, but it is a little bigger. True False 

27. Just about five thousands Persian zebras are left alive. True False 

Fill in the blanks with proper words from the text. 

28.  Wild animals are the ……………….. hunters of Persian zebra. 

29. Persian zebras live up to...............years. 

Choose the best answer. 

30-The underline word them in paragraph 2, refers to :…………………… . 

a) natural homes   b) Persian zebras  c) new places   d)roads and fields 

31. Some of Persian zebras die of hunger because………………. . 

a) they can't find food in their new places.  b) they are endangered animals 

c) liked to change their natural homes   d) some wild animals hunt them 

32. Only a few of Persian zebras are alive because………………………….. 

a) cows and sheep destroy the plants   b) hunters hurt them 

c) they are moving to new places    d) ) humans are destroying their homes 

33. Most Persian zebras are hunted by …………… . 

a) wild animals   b) humans   C) wolves   d) leopards 

 

 

 GOOD LUKE  
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                                                                                         محل مهر یا امضاء مدیر                                                         راهنمای تصحیح ردیف

A 

A.Match the pictures with the sentences. (1 point) 
A B C D 

 
 

  
 

 
1.Iranian lion died out 75 years ago. ( C ) 
2. Doing daily exercise is helpful for us. ( D ) 
3. There are some powerful telescopes in the observatory. ( B ) 
4.Some people destroy nature by cutting down the trees. ( A ) 

 

B 

B. Match the words in part ( A )with their definitions in part ( B ) . (one is extra in B ) ( 1 points) 
 

A B 

5. a big piece of land with a lot of trees =b 

6 .to keep safe someone or something from danger =d 

7 .in the place of someone or something else= e 

8. strong, well, not ill = a 

 

a) healthy 

b) forest 

c) liquid 

d) protect 

e) instead 
 

C 

C. Odd one out (0.25 point) 
9. a) planet   b) liquid   c) ring   d) Saturn 
10. a) goat   b) cow   c) horse   d) tiger 
 
 

D 

D. Complete the following sentences of your own. ( 0.25 point) 
11. When only a few numbers of an animal live on Earth, it means that it is an endangered animal. 

12. One way that we can thank our creator is to donate our blood to those who need it. 
 

 

E 

E. Choose the best answer. ( 0.25 point ) 
13. There was a fire everywhere. The brave fireman tried to ----- the girl`s life. 
       a) save    b) put out   c) fight   d) die out 

 
14. One small  ----- of blood has thousands of white and red blood cells. 
       a) kind    b) gift    c) fact    d) drop 
 

 آموزش و پرورش شهر تهران کل اداره ی

 تهران 2ه اداره ی آموزش و پرورش شهر تهران منطق

 سعادت آباد   پسرانه سرای دانش واحد دولتیغیر  دبیرستان
 81-89سال تحصيلی  سؤاالت پایان ترم نوبت اول کليد

 زبان انگليسینام درس: 
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 دقیقه 10مدت امتحان: 
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F 

F. Put in the correct order. (0.25 point) 
15. that / lies / he / disturbs / tells / me/ .  That he tells lies disturbs me. 
 

G 

G. Read the passage and choose the one. ( 1 point ) 
 16. I missed my relatives and I like to visit them soon. So this week I (will go/ 
am going to go) to my hometown. I ( won`t go / didn`t go ) there by bus because 
it`s a long way. I bought a train ticket ; it`s (cheaper than / the cheapest ) a 
plane ticket. Traveling by air is very comfortable, but it`s (more expensive than/ 
the most expensive) of all. 
 

H 

H. There are two mistakes in the following text, underline them. (0.5 point ) 
17.Tomorrow is my birthday. My mom is going to makes the most delicious cake for 
my birthday party. I think her cooking is the better one in the world. 
 

I 

I. Make questions. (0.5 point)  
They will plant some trees this week. 
18. When will they plant some trees ? 
 

K 

K.Read the dialogue and Complete the sentences. (1 point ) 
19.Amir: What are you going to do tomorrow? 
Reza: I am going to visit the towers. ( visit ) 
Amir: Which one will you visit first?  
Reza: I don`t know. Both of them are great. Maybe I will visit  the Azadi tower first. 
( visit ) 
Amir: The Azadi tower is older than the Milad tower. ( old ) 
Reza: Yes, but I think it`s the most beautiful tower in the world. ( beautiul) 
 

L 

L. Write the correct form of the adjectives in the blanks. (0.5 point) 
20. The elephant is heavier than panda. (heavy) 
21. Jupiter is the largest planet in the solar system. (large) 
 

M 

M. Choose the best one. (0.5 point) 
22. Look at the cloudy sky. It ……………………… . 
a) is raining   b) won`t rain   c) is going to rain   d) didn`t rain 
23. Both of my parents are 67 years old. This sentence means that: ………………… . 
a) my father is older than my mother  b) my parents are really old 
c) my mother looks younger                d) my father is as old as my mother 
 

N 

N. Put the words under the right column. There is one extra word. ( 1 point ) 
     (( big / American / red / old / stone )) 

color material size age 
red stone big old 
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O 

O.Unscramble the letters and then put them in correct categories.( 2 point ) 
One way to protect endangered animals is reading more (oksbo ) and getting more information 
about wildlife. ( mshnau ) should protect the nature and keep it clean and safe. People should pay 
more ( titantnoe ) to the earth; our ( ltepna) is an amazing place for living. 

a person / animal a place a thing an idea 

humans planet books attention 
                                                                                                                                             
 

P 

P. Read the passage carefully.( 2.5 points ) 

Persian zebra is a large animal that belongs to the horse family. It is similar to a 
donkey but a little larger in size. It is an endangered animal. You can find it on the 
desert plain of Iran. Tooran is the natural home of the Persian zebra. It lives up 
to 40 years. 
Just a few of these zebras are left alive, about 500, because people are destroying their 
natural homes and are changing them to roads and fields. So, they move to new places 
but they can't find enough food there. In some areas, cows and sheep destroy the plants 
on the plains and don't leave any food for the zebras, and then some of them die of 
hunger. Wolves and leopards are the natural hunters of Persian zebra but most of them 
are hunted by humans, not by these wild animals! 

Answer the questions according to the passage. 
24. Will we have more zebras if we kill wolves and leopards? 

No, we won’t. 

 

25. Where does Persian zebra live? 
They live in Tooran. 
True / False 

26. Persian zebra looks like a horse, but it is a little bigger. True False 

27. Just about five thousands Persian zebras are left alive. True False 

Fill in the blanks with proper words from the text. 
28.  Wild animals are the natural hunters of Persian zebra. 
29. Persian zebras live up to 40 years. 
Choose the best answer. 
30-The underline word them in paragraph 2, refers to :…………………… . 
a) natural homes   b) Persian zebras  c) new places   d)roads and fields 
31. Some of Persian zebras die of hunger because………………. . 
a) they can't find food in their new places.  b) they are endangered animals 
c) liked to change their natural homes   d) some wild animals hunt them 
32. Only a few of Persian zebras are alive because………………………….. 
a) cows and sheep destroy the plants   b) hunters hurt them 
c) they are moving to new places    d) ) humans are destroying their homes 
33. Most Persian zebras are hunted by …………… . 
a) wild animals   b) humans   C) wolves   d) leopards 
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